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The scour depth created by a

river around a bridge pier is

currently calculated using the

HEC-18 equation. This equation

was developed for piers founded

in sand, and there is a sense that

in clay the depth of scour is not

as large. The purpose of this

study was to develop a method

for clays, silts, and dirty sands.

What We Did . . . 
The SRICOS method was

developed on the basis of flume

tests, numerical simulations, and

erosion testing of the soil.  A

new apparatus called the EFA

(Erosion Function Apparatus,

Figure 1) was built for

departments of tra n s p o rt at i o n

( D OTs) to test the soil fo r

e ro d i b i l i t y.  The fo l l owing is a

s u m m a ry of the re c o m m e n d e d

method that is detailed in Bri a u d

et al. (1999[a], 1999[b], 2001[a],

2001[b]).

What We Found . . .
In the case of cohesive soils,

the scour rate can be thousands

of times slower than in the case

of cohesionless soils. Cohesive

soils include silts and clays.  

According to the unified soil

classification system, silts and

clays are soils which have more

than 50 percent by weight of

particles passing the 0.075 mm

sieve opening. Silt-size particles

are between 0.075 mm and

0.002 mm, and cl ay - s i ze part i cl e s

a re smaller than 0.002mm.

C o h e s ive soils are not cl a s s i fi e d

by grain size but instead by their

d egree of plasticity, wh i ch is

m e a s u red by the A t t e r b e rg limits.

Because cohesive soils scour so

mu ch slower than cohesionless

s o i l s , it is necessary to include the

scour rate in the calculat i o n s .

I n d e e d, while one flood may be

s u ffi c i e n t to create the maximum

scour depth zmax in cohesionless

soils, the scour depth after many

years of flood history at a bridge

in cohesive soil may be only a

fraction of zmax. The scour rate

e ffect in cohesive soils is measure d

by the erosion rate ve rsus shear

s t ress curve (Fi g u re 2) that can be

SRICOS:  Prediction of Scour Rate
at Bridge Piers

Figure 1: EFA built to test the
soil for erodibility
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used to calculate the reduction in

scour depth in the case of cohesive

soils. The erosion rate ż is defined

as the vertical distance scoured per

unit of time and is conveniently

quoted in mm/hr. The shear stress τ
is the shear stress imposed at the

water soil interface and is given in

N/m2.

The ż versus τ curve is a measure

of the erodibility of the soil.

Typically the erosion rate ż is zero

until the critical shear stress τ is

reached and then ż increases as τ
i n c reases.  The ż ve rsus τ c u rve can

be measured with the EFA (Briaud et

a l . , 1 9 9 9 [ a ] , B riaud et al., 2 0 0 1 [ a ] ) .

In the EFA, a soil sample is eroded

by water flowing over it.  The

sample is collected from the site in

a standard thin-wall steel tube,

placed through the bottom of a

rectangular cross section pipe, and a

1 mm pro t rusion is eroded over time.

Once the ż versus τ curve is

obtained, the method to predict the

pier scour depth as a function of

time proceeds as follows.  First, the

m a x i mum shear stress τm a x a round the

bridge pier is calculated (Briaud et

a l . , 1 9 9 9 ) [ a ] , B riaud et al., 2 0 0 1 [ b ] ) :

wh e re r is the density of wat e r, v t h e

mean approach velocity, and Re the

pier Reynolds number.  Second, the

initial scour rate żi corresponding to

τm a x is read on the ż versus τ curve.

Third, the maximum depth of

scour zm a x is calculated (Briaud et

al., 1999)[a]):

where Re is the pier Reynolds

number.  Note that equation (2)

gives a value of zm a x that is very

close to the one for cohesionless

soils.  Indeed, it was found that the

maximum depths of scour in clays

and in sands were approximately

the same in flume experiments.  In

those same experiments, however, it

was found that the scour hole in

clay developed to the side and in

the back of the pier and not in the

front of the pier. This indicates

that, for scour in clay, the front of

the pier may not be the best place to

install monitoring equipment.

Fourth, the equivalent time te q is

defined as the time over which the

design velocity vdes would have to

be applied for the depth of scour z

to be equal to the depth of scour

reached after the hydrograph

spanning the design life of the

bridge tl i fe has been applied. The

time te q is calculated as (Briaud et

al., 1999[a]):

Fifth, the scour depth z versus

time t curve is given by:

and the depth of scour at the end of

the design life of the bridge is

calculated by using equation (4)

with the teq, ż i , and zm a x values

obtained from equation (2) and (3)

and from the erodibility curve. The

following example (Figure 3)

illustrates the procedure.

A bri d ge is to be built in a

c o h e s ive soil.  The bri d ge pier is 2 m

in diameter, the water depth is 5 m

deep, the design velocity is 3 m/s,

and the design life of the bridge is

75 years.

The erodibility curve has been

measured by testing a soil sample

from the site in the EFA that gave

the curve shown in Figure 4.  The

maximum shear stress around the

pier befo re scour begins is calculat e d :

The initial rate of scour żi is read on

the ż ve rsus τ c u rve for the τm a x va l u e.

Then the maximum depth of scour

is calculated:

The equivalent time teq is given by:

The depth of scour after 75 years of

flow around that bridge pier is

estimated as:

In this case, the scour depth after 75

years (1759 mm) is approximately

50 percent of the maximum scour

depth (3626 mm).

the HEC-18 equation.  As shown

for eight bridges in Texas, SRICOS

generally leads to smaller calculated

scour depths and compares much

better to measured scour depths

than HEC-18.

The following steps need to be

taken in order to implement the

results of this project:

• TxDOT purchases three EFAs

at cost from the Texas

Transportation Institute (TTI)

and places them in selected

district laboratories.

• TTI trains the district lab o rat o ry

e n gi n e e rs on how to use the

E FA , i n cluding data re d u c t i o n .

• TTI transforms the SRICOS

program into a user-friendly

p rogram (Wi n d ow s® e nv i ro n m e n t ) .

• TTI teaches the district lab o rat o ry

e n gi n e e rs how to use the SRICOS

p rogra m .

It is also possible to make

predictions by applying a detailed

velocity history over the design life

of the bridge if one is available.

This prediction requires the use of a

computer program that can also

consider the case of a layered soil

system (Briaud et al., 1999[a],

Briaud et al., 2001[b]).  The

l i m i t ation of this method is that it is

for circular bri d ge piers and for wat e r

d epth over pier diameter ratios large r

than 2.  Research is continuing to

cover more complex cases.

The Researchers
Recommend . . .

DOTs which have bridges over

water with piers founded in

cohesive soils (clays, silts, dirty

sands) can improve the accuracy of

pier scour predictions by using this

new method (SRICOS) instead of
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Figure 2: Erosion function

Figure 3: Example pier

Figure 4: Example erosion function
from EFA test

A 1 mm protrusion is eroded over
time in the EFA

Erosion Function Apparatus in use

Example Calculation
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